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ABSTRACT
A computerized acoustic attenuation prediction procedure
has been developed to evaluate acoustically lined ducts for
various geometric and environmental parameters. The
analysis procedure is based on solutions to the acoustic
wave equation, assuming uniform airflow on a duct cross
section, combined with appropriate mathematical lining
impedance models. The impedance models included in the
analysis procedure are representative of either perforated
sheet or porous polyimide impregnated fiberglass facing
sheet coupled with a cellular backing space. Advantages
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* NOMENCLATURE
c Velocity of sound, cm/sec
d Acoustic lining backing depth, cm
f Frequency, Hz
hx , hy Rectangular duct cross section dimension, cm
k k= c/c 1/cm
kx , ky, kz  Rectangular duct wave numbers
kr, m, k Annular duct wave numbers
n Hard wall mode number
p Acoustic pressure, dynes/cm
2
t Time, sec
r, 0, z Cylindrical coordinates
x, y, z Rectangular coordinates
p, q, r, s Cross products of Bessel functions
Jv , YV Bessel functions, first and second kind, respectively, 
of order v
HV (1) , Hv (2) Hankel functions of order v , Type 1 and Type 2
L Lining treatment length, cm
Lt= 1/Z
M ' Mach number
R Attenuation rate, db/cm, db/inch
U Duct mean airflow velocity, cm/sec
V Acoustic particle velocity, cm/sec
Z Specific acoustic impedance c.g.s. rayls ,
Particle displacement, cm
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SUMMARY f the NASA Fan Noise Suppression
A systematic acoustic lining design procedure was developed for the NASA Fan Noiste 
AcoSuppression
Program. This design procedure consists of several computerized modules, includings to 
the Acoustic wave
Attenuation Analysis Program. The analysis procedure is based on soelutions to the acoustic 
wave
equation, combined with appropriate mathematical lining 
impedance models, when all the modes
that can propagate are considered at the duct entrance with 
equal amplitude.
The analytical model is that of a semi-infinite 
duct with airflow. The airflow is assumed 
inviscid and
nonturbulent, with a uniform velocity on a duct cross 
section. For the rectangular duct case, one
wall or two opposing walls may be acoustically treated. 
The & - 'm ed ase is restricted to the
walls having the same impedance. The environmental 
parameters considered are temperature,
pressure, Mach number, and the acoustic spectrum 
within the duct.
The impedance models included in the analysis procedure 
are representative of either perforated
sheet or porous polyimide impregnated fiberglass facing 
sheet coupled with a cellular backing space.
These models consist of a mathematical 
description of the porous facing sheet acoustic 
impedance
dependence on material porosity characteristics, 
temperature, pressure, and particle velocity 
effects.
The basic analysis determines the modal propagation 
constants within a given duct increment as a
function of duct geometry, environment, and lining 
impedance. The overall analysis procedure
involves applying the basic analysis 
to sequential lining increments to 
establish the acoustic
performance of the total duct. Variations 
in Mach number, lining impedance, 
and geometry are
permissible on an incremental basis. 
However, the analytical procedure does 
neglect the effects of
wave reflection resulting from geometric changes 
and/or lining impedance discontinuities.
A detailed description of the derivation 
and corresponding application of this 
technology are




A systems acoustic lining design procedure was developed for the NASA Fan Noise
Suppression Program. This design procedure consists of several computerized modules,
including the Acoustic Attenuation Analysis Program. The program combines the basics
of two technologies, acoustic propagated wave analysis and material acoustic impedance
modeling, into an acoustic lined duct performance simulation.
The zero airflow work of Cremer (Reference 1) and the mean flow results of Eversman
(Reference 2) were incorporated into an early version of this program, using a
rudimentary impedance model for perforated sheet impedance (Reference 3). This
version was utilized in the NASA Langley Treated Tailpipe Program (Reference 4). More
recent studies at Boeing-Wichita (Reference 5) have led to improvements in the
impedance model for perforated sheet and development of an impedance model for
polyimide liners. A portion of the experimental impedance data for these models was
included in work reported by Rice (Reference 6). These models have been incorporated
along with expanded wave analysis applications, into the current version of the program.
A detailed description of the analytical techniques is presented in the following sections.
1.2 Technical Approach
The technical approach used in the development of this analytical program is the
solution of the mean flow acoustic duct wave equation. The duct is assumed to be
infinite in length with one or two walls lined. A rectangular duct is assumed for
computational purposes, and annular geometry applications are treated by
approximating a sector of the annulus by a rectangle. Normally reacting duct walls are
assumed for lined surfaces. Variations in Mach number, wall impedance, and duct
dimensions in the direction of airflow are treated approximately, and acoustic wave
reflections due to these variations are neglected. Wall impedances are provided by
semiempirical impedance models for perforated plate and polyimide facing sheets with
cellular air backing cavities.
The computer application of the acoustic wave equation solution to the acoustic lined
duct performance simulation is shown in the block diagram of Figure (1). The major
components of this program will be discussed in detail in the following sections.
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2.0 ANALYTICAL MODEL
The analytical model for this study is that of a semi-infinite duct with airflow. The
airflow is assumed inviscid and nonturbulent, with a uniform axial velocity U on a duct
cross section. The acoustic pressure is assumed to be small in magnitude in comparison
with the uniform pressure.
For a duct with the flow axis in the Z coordinate direction, the acoustic wave equation
is
C2V2p : + - - P (1)
9 t ,9z
where
c = velocity of sound
p = acoustic pressure
U = uniform airflow velocity
The- solution and boundary condition analysis for a rectangular duct, as depicted in
Figure 2, follows.
An assumed solution to (1) is
P = eit e-ikzz [Aeikxx + Be-ikxx][Ceikyy + De-ikyy] (2)
Substitution of this solution into (1) results in the following relationship between the
wave numbers k, kx , ky and kz;
kz = M M k2 - (l-M 2 )(kx 2 + ky 2 ) ) -(3)
where
S= angular frequency - radians/sec
k = c/c
M= U/c
The expressions for kx and k are determined from boundary conditions at the duct
walls. These conditions are otained from the assumption of continuity of particle
displacement at the walls. Let 41 be the particle displacement normal to the wall at X =
hx. The equation of motion for fluid flowat X = hx in this direction is
Y ( S) 2  - h (4)
where
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FIL 3
p = air density gm/cm 3 and (D/Dt) is the total derivative with
respect to time (t)
D - x y + z 9
Dt 9t 9t 9x at  Y at 9z
For the wall at x = 0, (4) becomes
2 ))2 p x = O (5)
where 2 is the particle displacement normal to the wall at x = 0. The difference in sign
between (4) and (5) is due to the change in dire-Io1n of the normal to the wall with
respect to the x coordinate axis.
The mean velocity components in the x and y direction are zero, thus (4) and (5)
become, respectively
9 + 2 c )P
[/'0 T U 19 t C9 (6)
St 9 z 9 X 0
The acoustic impedance (Z/p c) and admittance ( L ) may be defined by
_, _ z Z
PC tf P C (8)(8)P t -X =X n
I P Z I







applying these relations to (6), (7), (8) and (9) we obtain the boundary value equations
i "L (I-Mkz/k)2p 
- X=h (10)
EiL (I-Mkz/k)2P 
- 011)9 X] X 
10
=0
application of the boundary condition (10) and (11) to a duct with one lined wall at X =hx leads to
at y = 0: L = 0 and - = 0
y =hy. L 0and ? O
C9 0
x = 0: L = 0 and P 0
=x
at x = hx: L= L 1
and
S Mk) 2P 9PiLIk (I -
- P
k 9x
for the y direction we obtain
SIN (kyhy) = 0
or
n n = , 1,2 (12)
ky hy *, n 0 , 1, 2, . ... (12)
for the x direction
iLIk (I - -k)2 COS (kxhx)= -kxSIN(kxhx)
or
iLikhx = hxkx TAN (hxkx)/ (I- 2
In the case of a duct with equal admittance walls at both x = 0 and x = hx , we obtail
x boundary equations in the following manner from (2), (10), and (11),
iL k I - Mk2 Ae ikxhx Be-ikxhx
Mkz2= -ikx[Aeik(hx - Be-ikxhx]
iLk I- 2 A +B
ikx [A - BI
where L1 is the admittance at x = 0 and x = hx
These two relations may be combined to eliminate A and B, resulting in a qua
(iLlkhx):
hx 2 (iLlk) 2 (I Mk- SIN (hxkx)
Mkz 2
+ 2iLihxk I -M hxk x COS kxhx - hx2 kx 2 SINkxhx
=0
or
iLhk hxkx (COS (hxkx) i)/SIN (kxh x )
iLihxk = (I - Mkz /k) 2
Using half angle trigonometric identities (17) becomes
for the "+" sign
iLlkhx/2 = - (hxkx/2)COT (hxkx/2)
(I - Mkz /k)2
for the "-,, sign 
(
iLlkhx/ 2  (hxkx/ 2 )TAN (hxkx/2)
(I - Mkz/k) 2
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3.0 METHOD OF APPLICATION
The acoustic attenuation prediction program provides an analytical evaluation of theattenuation characteristics of an acoustically treated rectangular duct. Liningconfigurations may be either a single treated wall or two opposite walls with identicaltreatment. In addition, propagation of the acoustic pressure wave may be in oppositionto the flow or in the same direction as the flow.
3.1 General Description
The analytical acoustic attenuation prediction program evaluates the attenuationcharacteristics of rectangular ducts with mean airflow and acoustically lined walls, havingeither one or two walls treated.
The basic analysis consists of determining the acoustic modal propagation constants for agiven duct geometry, environment, and lined wall impedance. The environmentalparameters considered are temperature, pressure, Mach number, and duct acoustic sourcespectrum. The lined wall impedance is obtained from acoustic impedance mathematical
models, which is discussed in Section 3.2
Initially, the input acoustic source spectrum is subdivided at each frequency into modalpressures. The wall impedance at each frequency is then determined for the first liningincrement, and the boundary value problem solutions are obtained. The resulting modalattenuations are now applied to the modal pressures, and the corresponding attenuated
acoustic spectrum is calculated.
This process is repeated for each lining increment until the entire lined length has beenanalyzed. However, the source spectrum is subdivided into modal pressures for the firstincrement only, with each succeeding incremental treatment utilizing the attenuatedmodal pressure spectrum resulting from the preceding increment. Also, the resultantacoustic spectrum at each increment is used for impedance determination in the nextincrement.
3.2 Impedance Models
The impedance models in the present program include mathematical representations for
-both perforated plate and porous polyimide facing sheets with cellular air backingsterminated by an impervious sheet (Figure 3).
These models consist of a mathematical description of the impedance of the porous facesheet dependence on material porosity characteristics, temperature, pressure, and totalparticle velocity. The total particle velocity VT is a combination of particle velocitiesresulting from both grazing airflow, Vgf, at the face sheet, and acoustic pressureexcitation Va:
PAGE BLA. NOT PILM ,
VT = (Vgf 2 + Va2 )1/2 (20)
9
The explicit expression for the complex acoustic face sheet impedance of polyimide 
and




Z = Q+ .305 pN 2 f + 2.86 PN 2 Vp + i .549 pN
3 / 2 f- 5.12 10-5 P N3fVp}(21)
V .05cM 2  
(22)
Vgf [Q/Pc+ (/pc) 2 +.71 N2M2]
where Q = 4640. i N4 /3
S= viscosity (Poise)
= VT
c = velocity of sound in air (cm/SEC)
N = number of plies of polyimide
P = density of air (gm/cm 3




Z/p c = Q+ OA (+416) [T/D + 1 - POA] + r/2 NVT- Vp/c Ee-1.8 
S
POA -d( + .416)
4.69 10-4 f
+i . . (T+A)+ POA 
-
.25 KcM 2Vgf =V Q = /2 + (Q/2) 2 + K/2 EM2
10
where A 1 "0A'>o
0;,
I 5 Vp
= .85D(1-. 7  PA OA
f = frequency (Hz)
2.54 D f POA
S17 Vp
T = sheet thickness (inches) (cm.)
D = perforate hole diameter 
(inches) (cm.)
0 = TT (total temperature R)/
5 19 ( = T T (0 K) /288.33)2
static pressure (PSIA) static pressure 
(dnesc
14.7 (1.013 x 10
6 )
*077 T /02
6 POA \0 + .416
E = 1.0251 (1/POA
2 
-1) (1/POA)1 e - .5072T/D
K = .05+.11 D/07
017 = boundary layer momentum 
thickness (inches) (cm.)
Vp = particle velocity
These face sheet impedance 
models are described in greater 
detail in Reference (5).
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The face sheet impedance ZF is modeled 
as a function of total particle velocity, 
and the
wall impedance, Zw , is given by
Zw = ZF -i cot (kd)
where d is the depth of the air backing cavity.
The acoustic pressure particle velocity 
due to the acoustic pressure at a single 
frequency
Pi is given by
Vai Pi
/ Zw
Particle velocities and impedances are calculated 
assuming that the acoustic pressure
particle velocity impedance dependence 
is based on either the acoustic pressure 
at single
frequencies or the combined effects of the 
acoustic pressure at all frequencies.
In the first case, the expression for total 
particle velocity calculation is




VT(f) = total particle velocity at frequency 
f
P(f) = acoustic pressure at frequency f
Zw(f, VTf) = wall impedance at frequency f and particle 
velocity VT(f)
In the second case, the total particle 
velocity is denoted VTrms to indicate 
the
dependence on acoustic pressure at all 
frequencies, and the expression becomes




where a ZWf (VT0 ~ fVrms
SThese expressions are solved by iteration techniques 
based on the Newton Raphson
method to obtain VT(f) or VTrms and the wall impedances.
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3.3 Modal Pressure Subdivision and Recombination
The acoustic pressure at a given frequency is subdivided according to the number of
modes which can propagate at that frequency. The cutoff frequency for any given mode
number n is given by f = nc ---M-7 for unlined ducts. The cutoff frequency is
decreased for lined ducts, and a factor of 1.1 has been arbitrarily introduced in the
denominator of the above equation to account for this effect.
The subdivision of acoustic pressure into modal pressure amplitudes is accomplished
assuming the acoustic modes are uncorrelated and initially have equal modal pressure
amplitudes. The total sound pressure level at any frequency (SPLtotal) is given in terms
of the total acoustic pressure (Ptotal) by
SPLtotal = 10 log I0 (Ptotal/.O022) 2  (28)
where Ptotal is in dynes/cm 2
Defining SPLimodal as the sound pressure level of the ith modal pressure amplitude, for
n propagating modes the expression for modal amplitude subdivision is
SPLimodal = SPLtotal - 10 loglO n (29)
The recombination of attenuated modal sound pressure levels to obtain a total
attenuated SPL is given by
SPLtotal 10 Iog10 10 (SPL (imodl/O 30)
where all SPL's in this expression have been attenuated. The attenuation for any
frequency is then the difference between the initial and attenuated values of SPLtotal.
3.4 Boundary Value Solution Application
The boundary value problem solutions are obtained for each frequency of interest and
for each increment of wall lining analyzed. These solutions are obtained by iterative
procedures based on the Newton Raphson method. Rewriting the boundary value
equation for the symmetric modes of a duct with two walls lined, equation (19) becomes
iLlkhx/2 = (hx/2)k x tan (hx/2)k x /(I - Mkz/k) 2  (31)
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It is noted that the required solutions for physical wall impedances lie in the first
quadrant of the complex plane (hx/2)k x . (The third quadrant is a mirror image of the
first, while the second and fourth quadrant corresponds to wall impedances whose real
part is negative.)
The solution to (31) for zero Mach number and unlined walls are easily obtained real
quantities.
The starting points for the iterative solutions for no-flow, lined ducts are chosen near the
unlined wall solutions. Similarly, the lined wall duct with flow is solved using the lined
wall no-flow solutions as starting points. However, the interative solution for the flow
case must be accomplished in incremental Mach number steps to obtain all solutions of
interest. The incrementation of Mach number by .05 steps appears to be sufficient for
most applications.
In some cases, the iterative procedure crosses into the second or fourth quadrant of the
complex plane. This effect is checked in the solution procedure, and countered by
returning the iteration to a new starting point. This point is specified by selecting the
point on a line segment connecting the non-first quadrant point to the last iteration point
in the first quadrant.
3.5 Modal Ordering
The eigenvalue solutions are ordered according to increasing modal attenuation rate. This
ordering scheme assures that the least attenuated mode is always considered. Under the
above stated assumption of initially equal modal pressure amplitude, it can be seen that
the least attenuated mode is the most significant contributor to the resultant sound
pressure level after some length L of treatment. Consider the simplified case of two
modes with attenuation rates R1 and R2 . If the final total sound pressure level is
SPLT = 10 log 10 (IOSPLI/10 + IOSPL2/IO) (32)
where SPL 1 and SPL 2 are the sound pressure levels of modes 1 and 2, respectively, after
length L. The difference, A, between SPLT and SPL 1 can be expressed as:
d = 10 Ioglo (I + Io-(R2 - R)L/lO) (33)
From this representation, it can be seen that the maximum difference is 3 dB, which
results if R1 = R2 and that for R2 = R1 + .58, the difference becomes 1 dB.
3.6 Lining Length Incrementation
The analysis of a duct by incremental lengths is incorporated to account for effects of
-4
changes in Mach number, duct, height, and lining characteristics with progressive
position in the direction of acoustic propagation. These effects are treated by
specification of the varying parameters for each increment analyzed. Acoustic wave
reflection is not considered, and thus the analysis is applicable for small parameter
variations.
15
4.0 PROGRAM APPLICATION AND LIMITATION
The assumptions of acoustic modal content, mean airflow, and neglection of acoustic
wave reflections are the major limiting factors in the application of this program. Some
of the pertinent characteristics of these assumptions as related to program application
are as follows:
4.1 Modal Content
The equal modal pressure amplitude assumption is incorporated since experimental
modal pressure amplitude definition is unavailable, and for ease of application. As
definitive model content information becomes available, it can be incorporated in this
program.
4.2 Duct Length Incrementation
The sensitivity of the impedance models to sound pressure level spectrum variation
requires the analysis of an acoustic liner in several incremental lengths. A check on the
validity of any increment length utilized may be accomplished by comparison of the
attenuation rates of each lining segment; gross differences indicate the need for further
subdivision of the increment length used.
A further consideration for increment selection is the degree of variation of the other
environmental parameters with length, e.g., Mach number, geometry, etc. Variations in
these parameters may require a further reduction in the increment length than for fixed
parameters.
4.3 Multiple Lining Analysis
The treatment of cases having sequential segments of differing acoustic liners should be
accomplished with one program execution in preference to an execution for each lining
type. This approach maintains the continuity of modal pressure contributions for the
entire lining treatment, conversely, an execution for each lining type would redistribute
the modal pressures, and the final duct attenuations would be overestimated.
4.4 Application to Annular Geometry Ducts
The subject program can be utilized in the performance prediction of annular geometry
ducts by approximating a section of the duct annulus with a rectangle. Details of this
type of application are treated in Appendix I.
4.5 Application to Ducts with a Sheared Flow
The applicability of the subject program to ducts with a sheared flow (nonuniform
CWEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED 17
velocity profile on a duct cross section) depends upon the relative direction of the
acoustic wave propagation and the airflow, and upon the magnitude of the boundary
layer thickness and Mach number. Using the nomenclature "inlet mode" and "exhaust
mode" to denote cases in which the acoustic flow and airflow are in the opposing and
identical direction, respectively, the work of Eversman (Reference 7) and Munger and
Plumblee (Reference 8) indicate that the shear flow effects are generally small for the
exhaust mode, but can be very significant in the inlet mode. Analytical methods have




The acoustic attenuation analysis program provides an analytical capability to evaluatelined duct configurations having uniform flow on a duct cross section. Variations in ductgeometry, Mach number, and lining impedance are permissible within the duct. However,
variations in these parameters are treated approximately in that acoustic wave reflection
effects are neglected. Initial modal pressure amplitudes are assumed equal, modalinteraction effects are neglected and modes are assumed to be in phase. Acoustic wallimpedances are obtained from semiempirical impedance models.
The acoustic attenuation analysis program was developed primarily for application to
aircraft fan jet engines. The major limitation is considered to be the assumption of mean
airflow within the inlets of these engines. For this case, the program results should be
corrected to account for the sheared flow effects to obtain a more accurate estimate of
the acoustic attenuation.
Further analysis and subsequent program improvements are indicated in the following
areas:
* Sheared flow effects
* Modal pressure amplitude definition
* Modal phasing and interaction
* Acoustic wave reflection effects
The first item requires a reformulation of the analytical procedure so that the shearedflow effects can be evaluated as an integral part of the analysis program. This
modification would provide a more detailed and rigorous analysis than correcting
the mean flow results.
The second and third items are contingent on having adequate space-time data from whichmodal amplitude and phase information can be extracted. These data are necessary tocompute the initial modal energies and to track these energies down the treated duct.
The fourth item deals with the reflection of acoustic modes in the treated duct. Thesereflections can result from changes in the wall impedance and/or geometry. This problem
can be approached using either assumed modal amplitudes and phase or when available
























































72 Column Alphanumeric Field Title
8 Fields, 8 Columns each A, SWM, FWM, H, PSPL, RMS, REORD, OVRMOD
72 Column Alphanumeric Field SPL NAM
9 Fields, 8 Columns each SPL (1), SPL (2) ............ SPL (9)
" SPL (10) .......
................. . . . .SPL (99)
TL, DL, DHH, G, TT, PT, A, B
ANPLY, AM, DHS, OPA NP, D, DIA, R, MTHK
AAM (1), AAM (2) ...........
ADHS (1), ADHS (2).......
POAC (1), POAC (2) ..........
DCON (1), DCON (2) .........
DIAC (1), DIAC (2) .......
THCK (1), THCK (2)..........





ANNULAR GEOMETRY ANALYTICAL MODEL, APPROXIMATION
BY RECTANGULAR GEOMETRY
The annular geometry analysis follows that of the rectangular duct solution, using cylindrical
coordinates in the wave equation solution. The duct geometry and coordinate system is shown inFigure 4. The acoustic wave equation is again
c2 v 2 P =- + -)2P (A-1)
Separation of variables leads to the solution:
P = (AJm (rkr) + BYm(rkr))cos(m) )ej(ut - k zZ) (A-2)
and
k = (Mk k2 -(-M 2 )kr 2  (A-3)
where r, 0, z are the system cylindrical coordinates
k= w/c
M = U/c
m = angular wave number = 0, 1, 2 .......
Jm(rkr) = Bessel function, first kind, order m
Ym(rkr) = Bessell function, second kind, order m
Both walls are assumed lined with identical wall admittance L. The boundary condition at ro, the
outer annular wall, and ri, the inner annular wall for this assumption become
at ri: ikLI-M kz) 2  o-- (A-4)
at ro: ikL I - M ) P - (A-5)kr (A-5)
Substitution of A-2 into A-4 and A-5 and solving, the following eigenvalue equation is obtained:
~PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOTw L 2727






J5 , a(a)Y (b) - J (b)Yy (o) (A-7)
(A-9)q/v 
= (Jp(a)Y'(b) - Jy'(b)Yy(a))kr (A-8)
r = (Jy'(a)Y (b) - Jy(b)Y/y'(o))kr (A-9)
SY = (Jy'(a)Yy'(b) - Jy'(b)Yy'(a))kr 2  (A-10)
(Primes denote differentiation of the Bessel function with respect to the particular function
argument.)
As in the rectangular case, A-6 may be written as the quadratic solution
ikL (qrn - rm) -(qm- rm) 2 + 4 PmSm I- M kz2 (A-11)k=2P-m-MMI/
The approximation of an annulus by a rectangle might be presumed, by inspection, to be valid
whenever the radius ratio, ri/r o , is close to unity. This presumption may be mathematically verified
in part by applying large argument Bessel function approximations to A-6. Taking the definition for
Hankel functions in terms of Bessel functions:
H )(Z) = Jy(Z) + iYy(Z)
HY(2)(Z) = Jy(Z) - iYy(Z)
where H y (1 )(Z) and H y (2)(Z) are Hankel functions, type 1 and type 2, respectively. The large
argument approximations for H 7 ()(Z) and H7 (2)(
Z ) are (Reference 9):
Hy (1)(Z) e Z( 28
28
Hy(2)(Z)- /'2/2Z e-iZ- 
- ) (A- 13)
The Bessel cross products Py , qy , ry , Sy , A-7, A-8, A-9 and A-10 may be written in terms of
Hankel function cross product
P = - (H((a)Hy ( 2 )(b) - H ()(b)Hy(2)(a)) (A-14)
2i
q -- r (Hy ()(a) Hy (2)'(b) - Hy ()'(b)Hy (2)(a)) (A-15)
ry -2 (Hy( )'(a) H (2 )(b) - Hy()(b)Hy (2)'(a)) (A-16)
SY =22 (Hy (l)'(a) Hy(2)'(b) - Hy ()'(b)Hy (2)'(a)) (A-17)2 b - (0) A -7
Applying A-12 and A-13 to the above yields:
-2Py 
- SIN (a - b) (A18)77" - -  8
q, ,- kr COS (a - b) + Py (A 19)
ry "kr 2 COS(a-b) + YP) (A-20)S(A-2)
Sy)/ -kr2(( Y2 + I)( SIN (a - b) +Y_ 2 COS(o-b)) (A-21)
Using the above relations in A-11 results in
iLsk" 2SIN(a-b) 
-2COS(o-b) 
- -- )SIN (a-b) + (A-22)
[ 4 +(Y+ .)SIN2(a-b)+8(--- COS(a-b)SIN(a-b) 1/2
ioting (a - b) = h kr. where h is the distance between lined walls for the annular duct. For the caseN here r = o (radial modes only), A-22 becomes
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iLikh = hkr (COS(hkr) t I) / I - M )2 (A-23)
SIN(hkr) k
which is identically the rectangular solution (Equation 17).
The use of the large argument approximation has two implications: first, for large radii and/or k i,
the rectangular approximation appears valid, and second, a further limitation on the relative
magnitudes of ro and r i is implied. This limitation is that if rokr satisfies the large argument
approximation, then ri/r o should not be nearly zero, since the approximation is applied to both




This program consists of a mainline control program and subroutines. The mainline program calls
subroutine "input" to obtain all input data and obtain preliminary processed data. Theincrementation loop is then set up and the subroutine "ATNSPL" is called for each liningincrement. "ATNSPL" serves as overall control for all calculations for each increment except forthe calculation of an attenuation spectra at the current increment. A maximum of 50 increments
may be treated.
Subroutine "INPUT"
This subroutine reads all input data, calculates speed of sound, density, and the numbers ofpropagating modes for all frequencies, and model pressure spectra based on these data. The inputformat is shown in Figure 5. The variable name definitions and the input options are as follows:
TITLE Identification only
A Number of 100 Hz bandwidth SPL values to be input (beginning with
frequency of 200 Hz, maximum value 99)
SWM Maximum number of soft wall modes treated
HWM Maximum number of hard wall modes treated
H Number of walls lined (1 of 2)
PSPL Flat SPL spectrum value; if zero, will read "A" values of SPL, if nonzero,
sets up flat spectrum array of "A" values of SPL equal to "PSPL"
RMS 0. Impedance programs calculate particle velocity and impedance as
function of SPL at one frequency
1. Impedance programs calculate an "RMS" particle velocity based on
entire SPL spectrum
REORD 0. Modal ordering by least attenuated mode
1. Modal ordering by largest real part of downstream wave numbers
OVRMOD 0. Treats number of modes propagating to limits of'"SWM", "HWM"
1. Treats "SWM", "HWM" modes, cutoff conditions not applied
SPL NAM SPL spectrum identification title
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SPL Array of up to "A" sound pressure levels
TL Total duct lined length (inches)
DL Increment length (inches)
DHH Hard wall duct height (inches)
G Ratio of specific heats for duct environment
TT Total temperature (oR)
PT Total pressure (PSIA)
"A", "B" Frequency limits for calculation of attenuation (Hz )




DHS Lined wall duct height (inches)
OPA NP Perforated sheet fractional open area or polyimide number of plies
D Backing depth (inches)
DIA Hole diameter (inches)
R Material thickness (inches)
MTHK Boundary layer momentum thickness (inches)
("DIA", "R", and "MTHK" are required for perforated sheet impedance model
only.)
The following data arrays are required when the corresponding variables above are zero. The
number of values per array is equal to the number of increments as determined from the total
length and incremental length:
AAM(1) Mach number
ADHS(I) Lined wall duct height (inches)
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POAC(I) Perforated sheet fractional open area or number of polyimide plies
DCON(l) Liner backing depth (inches)
DIAS(l) Perforated sheet hole diameter (inches)
THKC(I) Perforated sheet thickness (inches)
MTHKC(I) Boundary layer momentum thickness (inches)
Subroutine "ATNSPL"
Subroutine "ATNSPL" is the control routine for the calculations pertaining to one duct increment.
Initially, if RMS impedance treatment has been selected, the RMS particle velocity for the desired
lining type is obtained by a call sequence to the "ENTRY" section of the appropriate impedance
subroutine. If the discrete frequency impedance treatment option has been selected, the above call
sequence is skipped over, and the frequency increment "do loop" is entered.
The frequency increment "do loop" controls calculation of impedance, eigenvalue equation
solutions, modal attenuation ordering, and attenuated SPL spectra for each frequency in the range
specified.
The impedance is obtained by standard calls to one of the impedance routines "IMPQD" or
"IMPPD". A parameter "TSP" in the impedance routine call sequence specifies whether the routine
is to calculate discrete or RMS particle velocity impedance. The impedance and other required data
are then entered to the subroutine "UX" which determines eigenvalue solutions for the lined walls.
This subroutine returns the solutions ordered in terms of increasing attenuation. The subroutine
"RORDER" is then called if ordering is desired according to decreasing real part of the down
stream propagation constant.
The (n,o) modal attenuations are next applied to the appropriate modal spectra. If more than one
hard wall mode is specified, the remaining eigenvalue solutions are obtained from subroutine
"HWDBS" and the resultant attenuations applied to the modal spectra. Finally, the attenuated SPL
spectra are synthesized from the modal spectra, and control returned to the "Mainline" program.
Impedance Subroutines "IMPQD" and "IMPPD"
These subroutines are the impedance models of the program. The models are semiempirical models
for perforated sheet and polyimide, respectively, with cellular air backing.
Each routine is set up in two parts - the first accessed by a standard subroutine call, and the second
accessed by an "entry" call. The second part is used to determine an "RMS" particle velocity for
the lining, while the first part calculates either an impedance from an imput "RMS" particle
velocity or an impedance based on a discrete frequency particlevelocity.
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Subroutine "UX"
This subroutine controls the calculation of lined wall eigenvalue solutions for one frequency. Th
zero Mach number solutions are obtained from subroutine "RTZ" and are filtered for duplicate an(
invalid solutions. The filtered set of solutions are then input to subroutine "MRT" from whici
solutions for the required Mach number are obtained. Control is then returned to subroutint
"ATNSPL".
Subroutines "RTZ" and "NRAPH"
"RTZ" controls the calculation of zero Mach number solutions accomplished in "NRAPH". ThE
maximum number of modes possible is limited only by the size of the array "ALZRT" in "RTZ'
and "UX", and array "A" in "ANTSPL". Presently, these arrays are dimensioned at 42, which give!
a maximum of twenty modes. If N is the required number of modes, 2(N + 1) is the array siz
required. "NRAPH" calculates eigenvalue solutions by the Newton Raphson method. The forms oi
equations solved are:
0= F - Z tan(Z)
0 = F + Z cot (Z)
where F is some complex constant and Z is the required solution.
Subroutine "M RT"
This routine accepts a filtered set of zero Mach number eigenvalue solutions and obtains solutions
for the required Mach number. These solutions are then ordered according to least attenuated
mode. For Mach number specified zero, the Mach i- 0 calculation section is skipped, and the only
function of this routine is the ordering process.
The Mach = 0 solutions are accomplished in incremental Mach number steps. The number of
increments is based on a Mach number increment nearest .05 which subdivides the specified Mach
number an integer number of times. The eigenvalue equations appropriate to the duct geometry and
number of lined walls are solved for each incremental Mach number. The Newton Raphson method
is employed with modifications necessary to restrain the solutions to the first quadrant of the
complex plane.
Subroutine "HWDBS"
This routine calculates the eigenvalue solutions for lined wall-hard wall combination modes having
hard wall mode numbers greater than zero. The soft wall solutions for zero hard wall mode number
are used as starting points. The Newton Raphson method is employed for the solution.
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Subroutine "RORDER"
This routine accepts lined wall eigenvalue solutions in any order and orders them according to the
largest real part of the downstream propagation constants. These constants are calculated in
"RORDER".
Naming Conventions for Transfer Variables
Variables are transferred between routines through "common" statements and through the "call"
statements. The naming conventions for these variables are given here for program reference.
An unnamed common statement is used for the "mainline" routines and subroutines "INPUT",
"ATNSPL", "IMPQD", and "IMPPD". In the "mainline" and "input" routines, all names are




MTHKC Arrays of input variables of which each array member
corresponds to a particular duct increment; the array names
correspond to Mach number, lined wall duct height, perforated
sheet fractional open area or polyimide number of plies, lining
backing depth, hole diameter, material thickness, and boundary
layer momentum thickness, respectively. The last three arrays
pertain to perforated sheet linings only.
OSPL Input sound pressure level spectrum. This array remains
unchanged throughout the program.
CFRQ Standard, 100Hz bandwidth center frequency array (200 Hz to
10 KHz).
SPL Attenuated sound pressure level spectrum.
TSPL Three-dimensional array of modal sound pressure level spectra;
the first index refers to the hard wall mode number, the second
to the lined wall mode number, and the third to the frequency at
which these modes are calculated.
NSPL Number of input sound pressure levels.
H Number of lined walls.
RMS Impedance option; RMS or discrete particle velocity treatment.
REORD Modal ordering option.
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OVERMOD Option to treat fixed number 
of modes irrespective of cut 
considerations.
TL Total lined duct length (inches)
DL Duct incremental lined length 
(inches)
DHH Hard wall duct height (inches)
G Thermodynamic ratio of specific 
heats.
TT Total temperature, degrees Rankine.
PT Total pressure, psia
ANPLY Number of polyimide plies 
or perforated sheet fractional op
area if these parameters are constants, otherwise 
zero.
j Number of lined increments.
LOW, IUP Index constants for the array "CFRQ" indicating 
the lowest ar
highest frequencies for which eigenvalue solutions will I
obtained.
PS Static pressure, psia
C Velocity of sound, cm/sec
RO Density of air, gm/cm
2
PC Characteristic impedance of duct 
environment (cgs rayls).
NSWM Maximum number of lined wall 
acoustic modes to be treated.
NHWM Maximum number of hard 
wall acoustic modes to be treated.
X Lined length of treatment completed 
at any point in the progra
DHSI Soft wall duct height of first increment.
TSR Static temperature, degrees Rankine.
The only differences in naming the common statement 
for routine "ATNSPL" are for vari
names "AK" and "J" which are renamed "AKDUM" 
and "JDUM", respectively. In "ATNSPL"
variable names "AK" and "J" are used for other purposes and have no relationship 
to the va
used in the "MAINLINE" and "INPUT" routines.
The "commons" occurring in "IMPQD" and "IMPPD" differ 
from the above representation in
only the following variables are required, and all other variables 
are unused:
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"CF RQ" (renamed "FQ")
"SPL"
"NSPL"
Variable transfer through the "call" statements occur between the following routines:
From "ATNSPL" to "GETV", "GETVPP", "IMPPD", "IMPQD", "UX",
"RORDER", "HWDBS".
From "UX" to "RTZ" and "MRT".
From "RTZ" to "NRAPH"
The variable names and meanings for these transfers are as follows (names in parentheses indicate
name conventions in the called routine where differences exist).
Calls from "ATNSPL"
"GETV" and "IMPPD"
POA (PLY) Number of polyimide plies
V(VP) Particle velocity (cm/sec)
AM Mach number
RO Density (gm/cm/cm)
TSR(TSDR) Static temperature (degrees R)
D(BSP) Lined wall backing depth
C Speed of sound
PC(ROC) Environmental characteristic impedance (cgs Rayls)
FTPI Logical variable indicating first frequency pass through IMPPD
FRQ(F) Frequency




The variable names and meanings are the same as for "GETV" and "IMPPD" wi,
the following exceptions:
POA Perforated sheet fractional open area
TT Total temperature (degrees Rankine)
PS Static pressure (psia)
THK, DIA Perforated sheet thickness and hole diameter, respectively




H Number of lined walls
C Velocity of sound
DBN Modal attenuation rates
MCUX Number of lined wall eigenvalue solutions required
Z(ZS) Modal lined wall eigenvalue solutions
NN(NS) Variable indicating sequence of symmetric and antisymmetric mob
DHS(S) Lined wall duct height
FSMAL Combined admittance, frequency and geometry parameter
ZZ(Z) Lined wall impedance
"RORDER"
The variables are identical with those of "UX" immediately above except for ti
following:
AK O /c
G Duct height parameter
Z Modal lined wall eigenvalue solutions
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"HWDBS"
Z(R) Lined wall eigenvalue solution
DB Model attenuation rate
N Variable indicating symmetric or antisymmetric mode
AM Mach number
FRQ Frequency
C Velocity of sound
K(M) Hard wall mode number
DHS Lined wall duct height
DHH Hard wall duct height
FSMAL Combined admittance frequency and geometry parameter
H Number of walls lined
Calls from "UX"
"RTZ"
ALZRT Zero Mach number eigenvalue solutions
MCUX(NALZ) Input is number of modes requested, output is number of eigenvalue
solutions supplied
(Variables "FSMAL" and "H" are identical with those of "HWDBS" above.)
"MRT"
ALZRT(ZRT) Zero Mach number eigenvalue solutions input is starting points for
nonzero Mach numbel eigenvalue problem
RK w/c
All other parameters are as defined for inputs to "UX" and retain the same 
names
except "MCUX" which is named "NROOT" in "MRT".
Calls from "RTZ" to "NRAPH"
FSMAL As defined for "HWDBS"
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Z(ZS) Starting point for eigenvalue solution
ALZRT(ZF) Eigenvalue solution
The variable "N" in routine "NRAPH" indicates that the solution is required for a symmetric orantisymmetric mode.
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APPENDIX III
PROGRAM LISTING AND SAMPLE PROGRAM OUTPUT
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-11 F)RM&T (,r sflFT WALL DUCT HEFTS'HTS I/ (gqF12.6)
-A? FrIM AT In CIFOCPNT flP=N ARFA 
*f(?PF12.6) 1
33 FOQm AT (In R ArK W, SD F S /Q1.




'16 FfIPM&T (in' MnMFNTiIl
4 THICKF S cfCFl.l
17 Fri 9 M T ( in N~iMRFr) 




REAl M4THK, 4THKC, P1/3.14159/
INTFr, E FIRST PCTMMON AAM(9), ADIHS(SP), PnAC(5c), rCON(50), fIAC( ),
1 THKC(rI, MTHKC(5n0)
7l nSPJA9g), CFQO(99), S;L(QO), TSPL(6,2 t,9),
3 NSDL, 4, RMS, RPORD, nVPfol, TL, l, DHH, tAKO)UM,
4 TT, PT, ANPI.Y, J)1IM, LnW, tUP, PS, C, RO, PC,
9; NSW4,.NHWM, X, DHS1, TSP
OTMPNSTrN PLY(5r)
FOIUITVALENCE (UPA NO, POA, POAC(1), PLY(1)),. (AM, AAM(1)I,
I (.HS, AHS(1)), fOr)rnN(i ),(DiA, O AC((1)),
7 (THK, , THK(1fl)), (MTHK, MTHKC(]))
C
FQUIVALFNCF (VMACH, AAM(?), (VDOMS, AOHS(?)), (VOPA NP, POAC(21),











IF (.RMS .LE. f*) ';fl T 5C
WRITE (U, 19)
1q FOPMAT (11')
IP (ANPLY.NF..)(CALL GFTV(DnAVAM,RO,TSP,D,CPrPC, +5)
CALL GFTVPD (DOnA, V, 6M, TT, PS, THK, DIA, MTHK, 0, C, PiC)
5O 0 7n I = LOW,IIIP
TSP = SPL(I)
IF (RMS .tF. M.) TSP = -TSP
FRO = CFRO(I)
IF (ANPI Y .Nr. (.r) CALL IMPPP (FTPI, FRO , P A, V, AM, Rn,
I TSP, r), C, PC, TSP, 77, +r5)-
CALL TMPOD (FTPI, FPC , POA, V, AM,
1 TT, PS, THK, nIA, MTI4W 0, C, PC, TSP, 771
55 WR ITE( 6,q) FRO, 77, V
A = n.f
NS =(2.2*FQO*HS!*7. 4/C + I.n) / SQPT(1.P - AM*AM)
NH =f7.*FO*nHH*7?.54/- + I.()/ SQPT(1.0 
- AM*AM)
IF (NS .G'. NSWM *OR. OV MO) .GT. C.f) NS = NSWM
I F (NH .GT. NHWm .OP. fiVRMOn) .GT. 0.0) NH = NHWM
IF (NS .LT. 1) NS =
IF (NH .LT. 1) NH = ]
MCIIX = NS
CAL! UX (FPQ, AM, H, , ORN, MCUX, Z, NN, DHS, FSMAL, Z77)
WRITE (6,'g) ( 7 ( J), DBNI J )NN (J) ,.J=1 ,MCUX)
A<= 2.*PT *CFPO( I )I/C
REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE
ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR
,= fHS*2.54/H
IF (REORC *GT. .1 CALL RfPfER 
(AMAK,G,MCIX,1,NN,DBN)
M M TINC(MCUX,NS, NJN(I,I))
NH = MINP(NH, NJN(?,t))
WQTTF (6,')
IF (D N(l) .NF. ORN(2)) GO 
TO 21
IF (FALIl(1) .NF. QFALG(?2)) 1AND. AIMAG{(I)) .NE. 
AIMAG(2I
1 GO TO 1
WRITE (, 22) CFRQ1
DRN(I = EOR DUPLICATE SLTIP
?? FOPMAT (I FOP FRFOtJFNY =1, F10.19 
6, ERROR. DIJPLICATE OLUT
I I NO ATTFNJATION APPLIED FOR P NF 
OR TWO mOnFS)
21 WRITE (6,6)
DO ?c J = TOM
TSPL(l J,I) = TSDot(i,JI) - ORNIJI*DL
IF (NH .FO. 1) GO TO 20
N = NNIJ)
IF (ORNIJ) *F. .) GO TO
l 20
-DO iO K = 2,NH
CALL HWPDBS (Z( )D1,NAM,FRQCK 
nHS, HHFSMALHFS
WRIT E (6,7) J,KZ(J),D 3N
10 TS OL(K,J,I) = TSPL(K,JI) - R*DL
20 CONTINUE
NS = M f!. INS, NJNfII))
D11 Ic J = 1,NS
DO 10 K = I,NH
!I A = & + I. *
* ( T S P (K J I)/10* j
SPLIT) = i.*NLGit A)
IF (MOD(I-LOW, 2) .FO. 1) WRITE (6, ?)
70 CONTINUE
WRITE (6,1) X
FlRcT F = 7'C
IFIPST =1
Po LAST F = MINn(FPST F + 300, 100*NS
P L + 1+O)
IAST = MINn(IFIQaT + 1, NSPL)
WPITF (61PI FIRST F, LAST F, 
(SPL(I),I = IFIQST, ILAST)
IF (ILAST .FO. NSoL ) PFTIIRN
FIRST F = LAST F t'
IFIOST = ILAST + I
GO TO gn
p1 FIRMAT ('r', 14, ' TO', 16, 4F11.2)
I FIPMAT (1 FQ FOQ UFNCIFS NFW SPEC
T QUm AFTFR', F4.,
1. INCHES OF LINING')
2 FORMAT ( R')
I FPmAT A 1 P 
q F17. 1 )
0 FIRMAT (Or o.nTS ANn 03/1 N /
1 2( , 7 F- AL 7IMAG 
DR N KN' )
2 2IlPF14., Cl3.5, )OPFR.4, 131)
6 F3R MAT (I eW
u HWM 7REAL 7 1 G 
O RN NN')
7 FORMAT (1, 14, 1OV14.5, F13.5, 
OPFA.4, 13)
50
q FIRMAT (or I/ FPFFTQr I Y F6 .O ' H?I/ ZR I"' ,-- .










vL U.1 01) (E*ID*Nl):Il
I+Nl =Nl
0 * I= cjA iv
ui Lo
NdA=dA
V4 Ul U5 lus*i9ONIJ ):Jl
I+NII=Nll
09 (A Ul) (*v'i 10(aA*lj(jv'-IciA-NdA)SbV) );jj
Eli Li OU (&U*11*.NdA):Jl
adN;j/aNi-dA-NdA
AibOS/ 2**lUdu -J-E = adNA
d*d*(AdX i*Xb + Adld*Zj )417**bVrj/',e- = ZCjjod
AlbUS -aA = dh:i








I sUcavil 3NIVIUs ,Odf)S 
h0d:J Ot'611i All:)ul3A 31JIldV4d MLI=i !jNIZVb!) va) IVmdLl I





(tiz) J ICS d NJ I SNjw lu
)IS:jtf"3HI 6ldSN '(vbbll)AbUW(bb)ld!) '(b6)C:f '(b";7)HJNFIU NUh %Lj
VIVO
L 16w(jl 3LIOvIAlUd -iJNVU:i4jWl
ZZ ' Id S.1" X)d ':)'d SIJ 'dOSI #Ud6WV 6dA6 A-10' I d.13),jcl dhl ANI ffiUdWiS
Li01 U9
1 Ndi~aIdA = ciA I dl3j( dA*IOQ* *.i1( ciA- IciA ) S~iv 'Ljl
d iVzJ/ IVJ,- dA= 10
A±.i 0S -ciA=Ivzi
(Z Ucit'JA*=dtciA ) bS =AlICOS
A lo*A ld*bd*8 *Z=d Zd
C il la.)*Ux 6 1 X IdJ=
dA~**A d*S AZI So- I *A d~clyi* )* (Ici l01*d= ZUb
JUA d+J)VAd+)V I a= Za
w :W ( I ) 0:1*N1= (1)11
IdSN at .= I Sl UUJ
dA*A-1C*A1ld*Ud*9d6Z=:)V~dlt
it) oA 1 1 1 ) .LIAb
Nd=d
SUApnjT IN E imp on( FTP IF, qfA 
VPA,MTwj~TKn~vTK'
C imorFP&NCF - PF'FflDATFD 
SHEFT 
7flIq' 11Vr NL VFR S 2?
cflPmmnN RtNCH( 44 0 )', Fn(q, PL 








CjT( X)=CfS( X)IN( X)
T(1 7 .- * 1** ,rwTS)L*?.'1
YTN~n




F= . 29 * 1 1 PfA*c*2-1 I) 








TF (TSP. .1-T. Cl.rl -W-TTE (6,1) VPGF r1 
41Fn UP











IF(TSPI ..(F.r.1 r Tr) Fk
Q7PV= OAC/Vn*(1.+3.SN*sIl~n(
-PXPV=u-4(TK+ntT*l.?E-fPOlA




SORTVd = SRT(VPGPF**2 (P/QAfB)**21
F4P =VP- SOP TV
ppfll = -2. 1 Q)rR**4*(Pi*I ZPV+PX*RXPV)*P*P
F4RI = 1.n - ntS/lT
VPN=VP-FNP /FNRC)
IF(VPN.IT.De Go Tr) 41IF(ARSVPNVDI.n~l*V3).T.(.IGO Tr) 60
pREPRODUCIBILIY OF THE
agjWAL PAGE IS PPOOR", 54
Z**tUVO/ I I) lSd)=:JI C
( 11 )S~V:)OU
(HI:)b* U.i )OS iVjci/ II Zu d))( I (I3 ) b9




4 *cS b*/ (():I* I **U)i
ISN 'I = I t LU








Hi/V1U*1LO + aJo =~ NVid
IuSN 11 I 3 LU
UMu 'D 'dSU3 ')XHIM 'VIO ')iH1 'Sd '11 'heV 'dA 'VL~o) odAi3UJ AdIN3
NciA=4iA
JLud/ZZ = I!
h)Ud/ Zl = 1Z
ILI '. Wil a '.1's= NI UjOowi wUbA U VIA GmNb113d a) .LvvdUd1 IL.
Nil 'NI (IL '9) d1iM
3flNI1NUJ Lid.
Cu. Lii iM (L U1 Wi
U61 4 JaA c A (Uu *3N* WV) :11
0*1=dA I~y
us I Lii t)
NdA~dA
POZ =P)Z +PflZF
P7PV=R I AC /VP*( 1."+! 6* SN*SN)
PY = Rx- CflTfTK,)l
S.)RrTV= SOPT( vD)(7F*vprF+pn z
FA1=VP 
-SQPrV
FAIP=1.- D9*r S IT
VPI =VP 
-CAI/FAlP
IF ( Vf)1 .1 T. 0,!') 
-rP TO ?P
TF(Af3S(vPl 
-VP IL. fjn0 I* VP I QFTtJPN
VP = VPI
GO TO 17
?IF IN .EQ. ?) Grl TO 21
VP =~
IF (AM .NF. n~m VP = VPG3F + 1.fl
GO TO 17
21 WR!TF (6,77)
72 FflPMAT (0 RFTIJQNFfl VIA 21 FROM rLCTVPP TIN =,13)
FN D
56
S LJRPOU T JNF ljy ';F, ' 4 , : , rOBN, M u , I , N 5 , F M [ , ZCnMSPLFY*p A,, 9ALZRT(4?MCJX 7S NBS, FPFAL*4 rA~i(4 2J ,S41 ATZ






~F(PFAt fADLTnC) rGfl TO 9(%
WR ITE ((6,] ) FSmhL, (A17RT(J) 
,j=1, mrljyJIF (REALUFc*.v
1 ) rE. '.*i) CGO To 64N M4C(j x -I
t =J~l
O) 4 K=t ,MCUx
ABSRF = ARS(PFAt(AL1QT(,1-FLAZTK)
IF ( ASRF 




64 CALt M 4 T FS4A 9AL RT, 
,MPF T(JPN j 8,AMrH NSI
I1'1 FnQMT fIX,'5(. * #)/#0) S14CF THE REAL PART OF THE AROvE1 IMFONCP 2c: I I. 4, *I rS' NFrAT[VF, SOME CALCO,IULATIONS APF RYDASSFD FOR THIS FPFOIFJ(-y ANf) PQINTFn,/IQFSULT ARF INVALID.@//
2 5 (, 'WRITE (1, 1l~p An107? FlRmAT fly1X,5f 
* ')' SyNjr THE REAL ATO H ,I 'TMFflA~p C' 2PlJ.4t, 9) IS'/I NEGATIVE, SOMF rAUCI,
7 ~ ~ ') I A TIONS 4PF 8 YPAS'SFOn FOP THIS FPF lE' A n P IN F3mcux- = r Rl:SULT ARF: INVALbo).l// 2 ,1 ,*P FTURN1 FO)RMAT (#r AnMITTANCF DARAMETFR 
= , PFii. 4 , E12.4/1 'N r PP E L I M I N A OY MA CH n T I N S , / ( l . E , 4 )
57
Z*ZIV IIVN Wet 60=1 H) Al
fL-'1Z-IVN+rIlb11v'L1 vKSd) HdVdN IIV'J
J Z J1 U t i u 'I*03'* H) I
ZVN'L = U L LO
Z*IIVN = ZAVN I kL 'Coi -) J 1 lZ
c4 N*47 = i IVN jo *zig H ) jIi
i + N*Z = 1VN
:iflNNjJ i I IZ+NE~r)ibZ.Il I 
Vw'::i ) HdVdN IIV)
( ;U'S4+f~)X~1N)= I
HdVdN 'I1VJ
Si s) -( *-f 4d Xld :)= I
E Wa. Uti lv*1 *0J Hi :11
HdVdN 1V:)
i = r ~.ou o i
I IEl S i) Il a- I I vhs J)9V~iIV X 16 3 = Z
Z/i1CNi N~ (a.r'L QO* H) :11
Z 1VN = N
I d " I-Ipv I)HdV bN liV)
06 1 d
u.b Il U IUJ(U* (e )~S *W 4L .11 (1 S)i
JUS .c/i + Z I
%Ju
1 
ui 09(00 0196 1) A
9 ~ ~ ~ d u± u9 oil.. j9 () Nvd~ uS) :it
(d)SbVJJ = dbiVJ
I NViJ + di d
d/iii IHJVKdi*(db* -i~ u-.,U* I)sSjU*,jU* d
INVlJ*I +e* HVUL*/hdjA
MNUJ*1= z .) J*l1 N) jIi
): JU ) I = L -j S ' (tj *1U N) jIi
I1 )N IS u:)/ ( L ) S U J ( INVI J 1., *il N) Ai
fZ)SUJUW/(iNISU.'- I NVI2, Iiu *IJ* N) :11
H:)V(J*H(USu =
UcU
vU*'Vu + FQ0'I = jh
HJVviN'i= r Ch LuU
I- = N (±UutiN 01!9 H 1*1) JI
I =N
v j = ~V, i
UOt I t j!9 (,.icAd * J* A1S :1
(i)S =it
(1)IbI = 7
= I1 I u
kuuaN'i I (jbt LO
G ON
W)VhWN/kV WdVU






16 IF MfARS( 7R-Sf I ) LT~. I.D-6 .AND. DA9S( Zy-Sg (21 1 *ID-6)r,,.






A = M* .?*
N= NP + IOR(NIP ) = P. 6nc* flSO~R T .51)*0DS (DSQR T iAL*AI-+B*R 
-AL T /PM*2.%ZPT(NRI Z
NN(NR) =N
180 ClN T IN iJF
no 50 oJ = I1,Np
Dil 4 0 1 xz 1,NR
IF O(OT I LT. PRS) IS
4 f) IF OFI(y) I.LT. nf ORS D=
AN I J) I DR S
n0s = 1Ei(,
ZS(J) ZRT(rS)














DO '10 I=1, 101
PI = H(I1)
fF 7 f8 7/ .GT. ".59714+15 .OR. DAS(ZI) *rT. 174.670() 
GO TO 22
IF (N .GT. 0) rCT.INZ = - ,DSIN(i)I
COCOS( )
IF (N .LT. 0t CTAN7 = :F0)OS(7)/CPSIN(7)
IF (N .GT. n) CFC7 = 1./.DCOS(Z)
IF (N .tT. ' ) CIS C7 = I./CDSIN(7)
F = FSMAL + I*Cf T
A N 7
p = CTANZ - 7*CSFC7*CSFC7
Ir (COABS(P) .LT. I.
,f-4) GO TO 22
1 = 7- F/P
IF (i ) . ,F. na n .v). H1?) .GFE. 0.rOr,) 
GO TO A
J J + I
I (J GT. 6) GrP TO 2?
1 = 7 + F/ P * - c'r n
IF (H(I) .LT. 110 0O IR. H( ) LT. r f",r,) 
G .T) 2?
16 IcFI S ( p -H(1 .T.I -6 A ND )ABS 
T-H( 2) T 1 -6) GO TO 21
3') C(NTINIIF
C
21 Z F : MPL [ I I .F", - I2
RFTIJQN
21 7 F = Z
IF (HI1) .T1 . 1.





ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR
61
(AA*IA 11*jZ -kl*cl)*nfhi A d 
I
V/U)S .dz LuI
* u9 (9-U0 1*.sI* )SlVU QCNVO 9
-U1  %10 (( )S -dds fvuI 
=1 91
Nbf~~d (,O~u *11* IZ)S *ts e if 11 1 J , I') j
1,41ill d ( * r) =i 91 Ulu O'j 1JU60 
*39* Q)S 'ONV'vL ' 9 1S)d
lJ3S:)* :)3Si - IN I + 2
-ZN S J * = 
=: U *11 J :
( )S )U:/ I= lLASJ (L 6U* N) :j
I I) S U J/ (Z ) N 1 S UJ-. ZNVIj (.W 
* Ni ) :
.dfliJae (CUL9*,l~ -LID I /SUiVGokU* 
9lU 1." d)9 (/iS i U i1
I I S 2 ti
J~l= A lb U.0
U~~~jI~~ ri  ~u ~ bw)~
U WVI L sL! IU -3 jO0 KV:




S AJ a l'Z OAS:) NVI Jd =t6 Yi 3 
Idh~wjj
SA'bIVbqs~j X31dhu:) f SA*H' IVWSA 'HC 6SUW30iW'U' 
-b) !)bKjhH JNI ifL iuflus
C9
(d:WtJd iN1±finlo3ans v~uzi bu'lz ii La. IV WdLiziI
N oi I iki d
(1)bNA = (I)NN





I(D)Al) IV~d = )V
xn-Jwi f, v i Uu
IL7Ii~US A V4HVv- = I I ) 11t
0/D/ A.1) Z II ) I INV -*)- AV* AV =I I
Afl.Jn'l = i 00Li
07L1dU6 ( 47 )dNN'(171)NN NJI SNAh,1U
(L 1Z) bjNNZ' I IZ) dNI Z1)'1'I IZ IZ 6*X jlov~i)
SUBROUTINE RORDER (AM,AKG,MCUX,Z,NN, B)
COMPLEX*8 Z(21),ZK(21 I,ZNR (21), ZKNR(211 ),1il
DiMENSITON NN(14),NNR(14),OB(l4)
WRITE (6,11
D00 10 I = 1,MCUX
Zl = AK*AK -(1.-AM*AM)~Z(I)*Z(I[)/G/G
10 ZK(T) =(-AM*AK + CSORT(I))/(1.0 - AN*AM)
DO '10 J = 1,MCUX
RIG = -1.E20
00r) 20 K = 1,9M4CUX













40 WRITE (6,391 Z(L),ZK(t),DB(L)
RETURN




TWO WALLS LINEU POLYIMIDE
99 NUMBER OF SPLIS
8 MAXIMUM NUMBER OF SOFT WALL MODES CONSIDERED
3 MAXIMUM NUMBER OF HARD WALL MODES CONSIDERED
2.C 0000 NUMBiER OF WALLS LINED
135.0'OC0O UNIFORM SPL
1.C(000* RAS PARTICLE VELOCITY
).0 REORDER OPTION
.0 OVERRIDE MODE OPTION
12.(,ULJOO TOTAL DUCT LENGTH
4.CJU)00 INCREMENT LENGTH




200,.0uuOO LOWEST FREQUENCY CONSIDERED
4OC,).GL00U HIGHEST FREQUENCY CONSIDERED
1.LU000ooo MODEL SELECTOR
.3.0 MACH NUMBER
U.3 SOFT WALL DUCT HEIGHT
6.CCOOO NUMBER OF POLYIMID PLYS
0.5CC003 BACKING SPACE
REPRODUCBILITY OF TH




SOFT WALL CUCT I-EIGHTS
5.7sg999 6b.UUUOO 6.200000
66




































































2000 TO 2300 127.91 125.32 124.20 12295
2400 TO 2700 121.57 120.06 118.48 116.96
2800 TO 3100 115.47 114.21 115.11 117.38
3200 TO 3500 119.52 120.99 122.09 122.95
3600 TO 3900 123.65 124.24 124.76 125.22
400O0 TO 4000 125.64
uB CIFFERENCES (SMOOTHED) AFTER 12.00 INCHES OF LINING




MUSE' MPM S11 IIC ItAY L
i V . 4. 0
I. II,, ,.m/ * ICSA I /
I
HAMi IJUI * I
IF
FlH . E. 0.
FDAt Pfi M 1 1 L)
IF
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H E. a.5
Tm -P ml - SPIIl
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LIT I IF 1131 F16 
III 0 -L11Jh
IJFJF if,
fl 1 F DS1F: I 71l
C ET C1aSTAN VALUE FLRCS .A1AJ0, ALInG UC LENCTM IF AHRTEt)
9V0M5 * 0.0





< hERO Hi. '41 1]1LE





DO Ln I - 1. NSPL
W3S PL I]) - PSPL
GO 11 45 Y4 READ 1 5. 41 .LR
R E IS. 2 L I . 1 1
I
.
LJ" M * 1
mw t is 1, mm
itw
IF
SW-FM10 .1 . "1
mIITE i. It "TJTLEI]TE II I TIITLE
72
NRJTE 151
LffI - A/100,l -.j
IF
IV .EQ. I
loI - Vt .
IF!
W ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ E TS 26. 10)1 ASPL. NSM -1.4 KJi.RS EOD IR
A ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ mT 1k, 15. 01 IL,. 6L Uh* C. 17 Jlf~QLw CRIT% ~~~ ~ ST II. It. IRA' ILl OL Om 1.l uq w:CFI
IF i
lIPLYI ME. 0.01
lEAD III 2,I WA1 NPi-, 1
W ItII IEIt1 515 fA Wi. -I




REl 15. 2ll IPOAC 111, . J
AMPLY HE, 0',0L 11
PERFU g "1IEE1 1 ' PEA CNT IPJ ARiRS
NiAITERPLLY. FFnIaTIALC L"TTE!IJIFILLT. PL9 CE I
IIJE S 21IIOC Ill. J -I.J 41C raornioo - "B~EA OF P1.11
@~
72 Jif
D . E0 . a. 0.01
GO10 1
READ tS 221 lCO Ill, I - 1., J1
IJE I. -331 I1DCON Ill. J 1. Jl
IPRITE It. :31 IDCOC Ill. I - 1. J
73 Jf
DJRME. 0.0 WIft. AMPLY ME. 0.01CO 10 16
aE O 15, 221 I J II l . 1J - 1. J1
IIlE 16. 41 IN0 IC Ill . I 1.
IJiE it. 341 I1JAC Ill J 1. J1I7t 4E. 0.0 M. MPLY HE. 0.01
Ce le '15
READ 1. 211 nm7hC Ill, J - 1. J1
WIlJE 1G -451 1nC 1J 1. n1
IIIUTE !I:, Wl35 1 111 II: J 1. Jt
75 if
atMIM ME. 0.0 BAR. AMPI.Y .ME. O.01
READ L5, n3l IMItCIJI. Y .J
10l1E I l mak i .J





00 id"E 1 0. 111
MJIE 16. &1
IMIE II.M
7 wRJlE 18 t3l spL K A
IOJIE 11: 131 spL
F.ISSI F 200
FIR I -
00 LAST F MIRD IFI RS1 F - 300. ICO.N5pL tamILASI MING [IFIASI 1 3. NSPLI
i"J'TE 16.41) FIRST F. LAST F. IspL III I . MRS1. JLASM
IF
I JfiRSl AsI LE: I a' A l 'sl A. LA I.E. Art
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p c it 1WS/1-01325EI-1,233E-014. 99NI.
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75
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C 4 12.FRO III.&VW.54C 1.01 / SOM 11.0
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22 ISPL IlL. 11
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txruwl til Neu In If (S.&I -311kAl
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